AC-LAC LIVE LAUNCH
Schedule under construction
Last Update: 15 oct.
Date: 21st October
Horario: 17hs - 19hs UTC (14 - 16hs Br-Ar-Uru-Cl / 12 -14hs Mx - Col - Ec - Pe)
120 minutos
Platform: Zoom
Registration: https://success.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Z_U5kDzkQ0i16OrKhwpksg
The Alliance for Encryption in Latin America and the Caribbean - AC-LAC, is established as a
platform for collective capacities and knowledge building in Latin America and the Caribbean,
based on encryption as an essential tool for security and respect of human and fundamental rights
in the region, such as freedom of expression and privacy.
Next Thursday, 21st. October, within the framework of the Global Encryption Day, we are holding a
live webinar in which the main actors are going to be AC LAC founding members, and they will talk
to us about the importance of establishing a pro-encryption agenda in Latin America and the
activities that they have been developing in this regard.
You are all welcome to participate and join us in strengthening encryption in the region!
Participants
● Access Now
● ALAI
● APC
● Artículo 19
● Coalizão Direitos na Rede (CDR)
● Derechos Digitales
● EFF
● Fundación Karisma
● IP.rec
● IRIS
● ISOC Brasil
● Nic.br
● R3D
● eLAC-CEPAL
● Secretaría IDD LAC
● Secretariat IDD LAC
Moderation and presentation:
● Juan Pablo Carranza (Journalist)

Dynamics:
●

Welcome speech
(3 Minutes)
○ Moderator: Juan Pablo Carranza

●

Brief description of AC-LAC
(3 minutes)
○ Andrés Piazza (IDDLAC)

●

Presentation of each of the member organizations based on the following questions:
(3 minutes each)
○ What is your organization doing related to encryption in LatAm?
○ Why do you think a regional Encryption Alliance is important?
○ What are your expectations for the future regarding the coalition's work?

●

Conversation based on the following axis:
(30 minutes)
○ Necessity and importance of establishing a pro-encryption agenda in Latin America,
why is it important? Why is it essential to go for strong Encryption in the region and
build capacities and knowledge around its benefits? What are the risks if Encryption
is broken?

